
Saturna’s community hall, with its astonishing acoustics, is a

great, if select, venue for jazz and, once a year for the last ten

years, has introduced Islanders to live jazz. This year on Labour

Day Weekend eighty people, from a total population of 300,

heard classic jazz played by able performers which left

musicians, dancers and listeners happy.

The Jazz Dance’s premier aim is to maintain the century-old

tradition of live musicians playing live music for live people.

For me, there is no publicly acceptable practice known that is

more satisfying than a live session with competent professional

musicians. Sound bonding players and audience is what has

helped jazz to be the art form it is. 

Live jazz has been harder to find in recent decades as

electronic technology, commercial greed, and disrepectful

instrumentalists pushed live jazz out of reach of live audiences. 

The Saturna Jazz Dance relies on minimal sound

technology, has no ties to greed, and its players communicate

with audience with respect, skill, and devotion to the happiest

of music. There is more to the evening than playing, listening,

dancing and clapping. Musicians must be heard and rewarded

for their art and the practice of it, and they in turn respect the

people who pay to see and hear them play.

Players also respect each other and Jazz Dances have been

kept fresh by having new mixes of excellent players perfoming

tried and true tunes which earned their places in ‘the book’

because they please the ears. Those tunes which survive being

worked to death since the end of the 19th Century open both

doors and ears. They thrill both those who enjoy familiarity and

people who might never have heard the notes and harmonies

and rhythms and lyrics, or never seen a working band of

professional musicians in living flesh with live sound.

In pursuit of easy money, the recording industry and its new

internet ally have worked hard at drowning musical

performance in its own bathwater. Live music is a green oasis

in the desert sandstorm of electronic gimmickry, despite the

dearth of dedicated presenters.

When classic jazz is played for dancing, as it has been for

more than a century, stages and bandstands provide a little

space for players who must hear each other as they entertain

with chordal romps called ‘collective improvisation’. 

Author Whitney Balliett came close to truth when he called

it ‘intense meditation’. From the floor near the bandstand, it

may look like a player is staring right at you, when chances are

he is focused on inner self with imagery of sounds and chords,

as he constructs artfully intoned embellishments and variations

to melodies. He’s concentrating with his intellect on every note

and phrase he’s playing, and in the forms in which he chooses

to present them. He may be looking at you—but don’t expect

him to see you!

My engineering training once roused curiosity about the

physics of music, and about the origins of what we call the

‘western’ (read European) notation in the form of ‘keys’ and

notes, and instructions of how to play them. I was stubborn

about it, and went to Italy to a small monastery located near the

town of Assisi where St Francis practiced his vows of poverty so

long ago. I found the beautiful charts, hand-done with

illuminated script, that were first used to notate the vocal

charm  of liturgical music. There was no manual. 

As I dug down, fretted, and muddled in the search of logic to

the secrets of music, I had a small revelation after a week of

research. The explanation I came up with was simple. Music

was notated as tones, and some half-tones, with some notes

sung in consonance, for very good reason. And it was done that

way because it sounded good! 

There’s always a place for physics in ‘analysis’ but written

rules were drawn to record pleasant notes and eventually

sequences of notes with different tonal intervals as ‘keys,’ and

notes were modulated from key to key as a tune progressed,

because it pleased the ear and didn’t jar it. The sounds dealt

with emotion in very special ways which were nowhere more

evident than in classic jazz, where pleasure in sound is

paramount. 

Jazz presentations come and go, often in 3-hour bursts, with

each hour having 40 minutes of play and 20 minutes of rest.

Enjoyment of each number—a rollicking stomp, a soul-

stretching blues, a popular ditty, a new treatment of a ‘swing

era’ tune—can be palpable. A trumpet player friend of mine

once referred to 4/4  syncopated music as ‘that finger snapping

thing.’ It certainly is! 

Emotion flows back and forth between players and listeners.

It rarely tires, and often inspires. Live jazz is a thing of beauty

and a joy which stands in permanence. It is played by skilled

artisans because it sounds good! 0
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